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COVID-19
(Coronavirus)
Impact Update

IBISWorld's analysts constantly monitor the industry impacts of current events in real-time – here is an update of
how this industry is likely to be impacted as a result of the global COVID-19 pandemic:

• Although revenue for the Market Research industry in Canada is expected to decline 15.1% in 2020, new
opportunities for industry growth as a result of changing consumer behaviour may arise. The COVID-19
(coronavirus) pandemic has accelerated growth for certain longer-term trends, such as e-commerce shopping.
However, companies are likely to research whether short-term trends are expected to last beyond the pandemic. For
more detail, please see the Industry Outlook chapter.

• Downstream demand for industry services is expected to decline as consumer confidence and corporate profit are
expected to drop in 2020. However, demand dynamics for downstream markets are heterogenous and thus
indirectly affect the market research industry differently. For more detail, please see the Demand Determinants
chapter.

• Some forms of industry services that require in-person interaction, such as face-to-face research methods, are
expected to decline in 2020 as industry operators seek to limit the spread of coronavirus. For more detail, please
see the Products and Services chapter.
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About IBISWorld
IBISWorld specializes in industry research with coverage on thousands of global industries. Our comprehensive data and in-depth analysis help
businesses of all types gain quick and actionable insights on industries around the world. Busy professionals can spend less time researching
and preparing for meetings, and more time focused on making strategic business decisions that benefit you, your company and your clients. We
offer research on industries in the US, Canada, Australia, New Zealand, Germany, the UK, Ireland, China and Mexico, as well as industries that
are truly global in nature.
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About This Industry
Industry Definition The Market Research industry in Canada comprises operators that systematically gather, record, tabulate and

present marketing and public opinion data. Examples of industry-relevant services include political polling, sampling
and statistical services, broadcast media ratings and market analysis. Operators that conduct experimental or
scientific research in fields such as economics or engineering are not included in this industry.

Major Players Nielsen Holdings NV

Ipsos Group S.A.

WPP PLC

Main Activities The primary activities of this industry are:

Broadcast media rating

Marketing analysis or research

Opinion research

Political opinion polling

Public opinion polling

Statistical sampling

The major products and services in this industry are:

Quantitative market research services

Qualitative market research services

Other research methods
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Supply Chain

SIMILAR INDUSTRIES

Management Consulting in
Canada

Advertising Agencies in Canada Public Relations Firms in Canada Direct Mail Advertising in Canada

       

       

RELATED INTERNATIONAL INDUSTRIES

Market Research in the US Online Survey Software Business Information Resellers Company Research Services

Financial Data Service Providers Market Research and Statistical
Services in Australia

Market Research in China Market Research & Public Opinion
Polling in the UK

Advertising and Market Research
Services in New Zealand
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Industry at a Glance
Key Statistics

$709.1m
Revenue

Annual Growth

2015–2020

-1.9%

Annual Growth

2020–2025

4.4%

Annual Growth

2015–2025

 

$73.7m
Profit

Annual Growth

2015–2020

-4.0%

  Annual Growth

2015–2020

 

10.4%
Profit Margin

Annual Growth

2015–2020

-1.2pp

  Annual Growth

2015–2020

 

2,344
Businesses

Annual Growth

2015–2020

2.1%

Annual Growth

2020–2025

3.4%

Annual Growth

2015–2025

 

5,070
Employment

Annual Growth

2015–2020

-0.7%

Annual Growth

2020–2025

3.3%

Annual Growth

2015–2025

 

$262.6m
Wages

Annual Growth

2015–2020

-0.7%

Annual Growth

2020–2025

3.5%

Annual Growth

2015–2025

Key External Drivers % = 2015–20 Annual Growth

-3.4%
Consumer confidence index

3.8%
Corporate profit

0.6%
Research and development
expenditure

1.9%
Total advertising expenditure

 
Industry Structure

POSITIVE IMPACT

  Capital Intensity
Low   Concentration

Low

  Regulation & Policy
Light / Steady   Industry Globalization

Low / Steady

MIXED IMPACT

  Life Cycle
Mature   Revenue Volatility

Medium

  Technology Change
Medium

NEGATIVE IMPACT

  Industry Assistance
Low / Steady   Barriers to Entry

Low / Steady

  Competition
High / Steady

 

Key Trends

 Businesses' demand for industry services increases as they
seek to capitalize on sales

 Market researchers have gained new opportunities to
measure online audiences

 The industry has become increasingly fragmented

 Industry profitability is expected to rise over the next five
years

 The demand for market research services will likely increase
industry employment

 The evolution of consumer markets highlights the
importance of market research

 Operators have benefited from a rising profit margin due to
the advent of high-margin services
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Products & Services Segmentation

 
Major Players SWOT

STRENGTHS

  Low Imports

  Low Customer Class Concentration

  Low Capital Requirements

   

WEAKNESSES

  Low & Steady Barriers to Entry

  Low & Steady Level of Assistance

  High Competition

  Low Profit vs. Sector Average

  High Product/Service Concentration

  Low Revenue per Employee

   

OPPORTUNITIES

  High Revenue Growth (2020-2025)

  High Performance Drivers

  Research and development expenditure

   

THREATS

  Very Low Revenue Growth (2005-2020)

  Low Revenue Growth (2015-2020)

  Low Outlier Growth

  Corporate profit
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Executive Summary Good trends: Rising corporate profit is expected to boost demand for the
industry's services

The Market Research industry in Canada consists of companies that gather, analyze and present data on public
opinions and consumer behaviour and attitudes. Between 2015 and 2019, the industry has exhibited modest growth,
in large part driven by an improving economy and rising consumer confidence in Canada. As corporations
experienced upticks in sales, they have sought the expertise of market research companies to expand operations
and revamp their product and service offerings. Furthermore, as consumers became more optimistic about the
economy as a whole, demand has intensified for services and products. These developments necessitate extensive
research on consumer and business markets, some of which is provided by industry operators. Overall, industry
performance has tracked changes in corporate profit and consumer confidence trends. Consequently, in 2020, both
corporate profit and consumer confidence are expected to fall as a result of the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic,
leading to a 15.1% decline in industry revenue over the year. Over the five years to 2020, IBISWorld projects
industry revenue to fall at an annualized rate of 1.9% to $709.1 million.

As the industry expanded between 2015 and 2019, industry operators benefited from a rising profit margin due to
the advent of high-margin services and the value of increasingly complex data analysis. Smaller, less costly single-
operator companies flooded the industry amid low barriers to entry and improving economic conditions. However, in
2020, the coronavirus pandemic has led to decreased demand for industry services, which is expected to lead to
increased internal price competition among existing companies, negatively affecting the industry profit margin.

Over the five years to 2025, Canadians' consumption activity is likely to continue to change significantly, thus
requiring more consumer research and new research methods. This is especially true as it remains to be seen which
changes in consumer behaviour as a result of the pandemic are temporary versus permanent. Industry operators
are in a position to capitalize on emergent trends and business structures. Those that succeed in evolving alongside
the ever-changing landscape will find new verticals and horizontals to grow into. As corporate profit is expected to
rise over the next five years due to the Canadian economy's anticipated recovery, and new technologies and
innovations are introduced to society, market research expenses are likely to continue to be a part of businesses'
cost structures, ensuring revenue growth. Consequently, IBISWorld forecasts industry revenue will rise an
annualized 4.4% over the five years to 2025, totalling $879.6 million.
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Industry Performance

Key External
Drivers

Consumer confidence index

The Consumer Confidence Index, which measures consumer optimism about the current economic environment, is
an indicator of short-term consumer product sales. An increase in the index indicates heightened economic
sentiments, which increases demand for industry services as businesses try to capitalize on consumer optimism.
The Consumer Confidence Index is expected to decrease in 2020, posing a potential threat to the industry.

 

Corporate profit

Corporate profit represents profit earned across all Canadian industries. As corporate profit increases, businesses
are more likely to invest in additional advisory services such as company research products. Furthermore, stronger
sales activity typically grows alongside corporate profit and therefore, creates demand for corporate information
used for sales leads generation. Corporate profit is expected to decrease in 2020.

 

Research and development expenditure

As the economy is expected to eventually recover, consumers will likely increase their spending on discretionary
and big-ticket item purchases. Consequently, businesses will increasingly invest in market research to test and
refine such products before they are launched. Research and development expenditure is expected to increase in
2020, representing a potential opportunity for the industry.

 

Total advertising expenditure

Total advertising expenditure represents the amount spent on advertisement across all industries in Canada.
Advertisement campaigns typically require a critical and in-depth analysis of consumer behaviours and trends. Thus,
when companies increase their advertisement spending, they are more likely to employ industry services, increasing
industry revenue. Total advertising expenditure is expected to decrease in 2020.
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Current
Performance

Companies in the Market Research industry in Canada gather, analyze
and present data on public opinions and consumer behaviours and
attitudes.

Industry services include political polling, sampling and statistical services, broadcast media rating services and
market analysis services. Although industry services are typically sold to market-oriented clients, they are also used
by politicians and research institutions to evaluate the public perception of candidates and policies. Over the five
years to 2020, revenue for the Market Research industry in Canada is expected to decrease at an annualized rate of
1.9% to total $709.1 million. This decline is largely attributable to the economic dislocation caused by the COVID-19
(coronavirus) pandemic, as the industry is expected to experience a significant revenue decline of 15.1% in 2020. In
2020, industry profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is expected to account for 10.4% of revenue,
which is a decrease from 11.6% in 2015. The pandemic has led to decreased demand for industry services, which is
expected to lead to increased internal price competition among existing companies, negatively affecting the industry
profit margin.

FLUCTUATING FUNDAMENTALS

During the five-year period, corporate profit and consumer confidence
levels have fluctuated significantly.

Corporate profit has fallen as the coronavirus pandemic has led to temporary closures of nonessential businesses,
increased savings rate among households and changes in consumer behaviour. Recent developments with regard
to trade tensions and depressed prices for some commodities have also weighed in on corporate profit. Corporate
profit levels, in particular, are positively correlated with business research and development (R&D) budgets, and as
a result, businesses tend to spend less on R&D during times of declining profit. Conversely, heightened R&D
spending generally amplifies demand for industry services. Consumer confidence highlights how optimistic
consumers are with respect to general economic conditions. If consumer confidence is increasing, consumers are
more open to the idea of spending, either on big-ticket items or on other discretionary purchases. As a result,
businesses' demand for industry services tends to increase as they seek to capitalize on potential sales. As
corporate profit and consumer confidence both increased in 2017 and 2018, industry revenue grew in tandem, rising
5.7% and 1.7%, respectively. The opposite effect occurred in 2015 when both metrics decreased and industry
revenue followed suit.

GROWTH OPPORTUNITIES

Over the past five years, market researchers have gained several new
opportunities to measure online audiences due to the rapid expansion of
mediums such as social media, which has provided market researchers
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with innovative ways to interact with and study consumer opinions.

The vast majority of companies permit consumers to provide ratings, comments and feedback for products and
services online. As more consumers use social networking sites, companies have gained additional means of
engaging consumers in conversations about products. The ability to directly converse with customers can improve a
company's understanding of consumer wants and needs. Many industry players have acquired or invested in
companies that specialize in new media, advertising and related technologies, and this trend is anticipated to
continue over the five years to 2025 as more individuals turn to new media. Market research companies that invest
in technology to measure and analyze the habits of online users will likely be better equipped than those that
continue to rely on traditional methods.

The internet has also fragmented demographic markets by enabling people with increasingly specialized interests to
interact. In 2015, more than half the Canadian population (56.0%) accessed the internet through a mobile
connection, such as a tablet or a smartphone, according to Comscore, a media analytics company (latest data
available). This number is expected to be even higher now given that the number of mobile telephone subscriptions
is expected to increase an annualized 3.2% over the five years to 2020. Given this expansive audience, market
researchers are able to target specific consumer groups through improved online advertising metrics. By assessing
unique page views and click-through rates, advertisers can guarantee that their target market is reached. This is
especially important as 2018 marked the first time that digital advertisement spending surpassed traditional
advertisement spending, and this trend is expected to continue.

INDUSTRY FRAGMENTATION

Over the past five years, the Market Research industry in Canada has
become increasingly fragmented.

In 2020, the number of employees per establishment averaged at 2.1, which is a decrease from 2.4 in 2015. This
can be attributed to the rise of single-operator enterprises during the five-year period. Small, one-person operations
typically focus on secondary analysis, as they do not have the resources to conduct large-scale studies. This
coincides with the growth in this service over the past five years. At the same time, the Canadian economy was
negatively affected by a decline in global commodity prices in late 2014 that lasted until 2016. The industry is
expected to expand up until 2020, before contracting over the current year. To conserve funds for day-to-day
operations and adjust their budgets amid declines in demand for industry services, industry operators are expected
to streamline their operations by reducing the number of employees. Industry employment is thus anticipated to
decline an annualized 0.7% to 5,070 workers over the five years to 2020. Furthermore, while companies are
expected to exit the industry in 2020, the growth in the number of single-operator companies during the period is
likely to offset this. Consequently, the number of market research companies is expected to grow at an annualized
rate of 2.1% to 2,344 companies during the same period.
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Historical Performance Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)

Corporate
profit
($m)

2011 906 475 1,829 1,776 7,346 N/A N/A 353 N/A 270
2012 746 382 1,767 1,717 6,008 N/A N/A 290 N/A 253
2013 779 397 1,913 1,862 6,134 N/A N/A 299 N/A 258
2014 829 416 2,077 2,026 6,275 N/A N/A 308 N/A 279
2015 780 379 2,165 2,117 5,256 N/A N/A 272 N/A 214
2016 778 372 2,187 2,144 5,117 N/A N/A 263 N/A 226
2017 823 411 2,312 2,265 5,593 N/A N/A 289 N/A 264
2018 837 421 2,456 2,405 5,675 N/A N/A 297 N/A 266
2019 835 416 2,535 2,486 5,669 N/A N/A 297 N/A 261
2020 709 352 2,359 2,344 5,070 N/A N/A 263 N/A 202
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Industry Outlook
Outlook Over the five years to 2025, the Market Research industry in Canada is

expected to grow faster than the overall economy.

The expectation is that all pertinent macroeconomic variables should experience growth after suffering declines in
2020 as a result of the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic. Improved strength in the labour market is expected to
lead to a rise in consumer spending, further expanding corporate profit. As corporate profit rebounds, businesses
will likely continue to increase budgets for advertisements and research and development (R&D), culminating in
further product and service innovations. Manufacturing companies will likely expand production, and retail stores will
likely stock larger and more diverse inventories, requiring thorough research to gauge consumer opinion. Some of
this demand for market research is expected to be fulfilled by industry operators, which should drive growth for the
industry. Consumer confidence is also expected to improve. However, it can rapidly shift due to potential
unforeseeable political and economic events such as future federal elections or extreme commodity price
movements. As a result, industry revenue is forecast to increase at an annualized rate of 4.4% over the five years to
2025, totalling $879.6 million. However, it must be noted that the industry is starting off at a low base level as a
result of the coronavirus pandemic.

FAVOURABLE OPERATING CONDITIONS

Industry profitability is expected to rise over the next five years, as the
industry profit margin recovers from a relatively low base level in 2020,
and the industry is likely to experience increased demand for market
research services.

Nevertheless, the expected growth in the industry profit margin is expected to be capped by increased internal
competition. Growth in Canadian corporate profit will likely enable businesses to increase their budgets for
marketing and product development. Since the global recession and now the coronavirus pandemic have forced the
majority of industry operators to prioritize their operating efficiency by cutting costs and shedding unprofitable
activities, the industry is expected to emerge leaner going into the next five years.

However, despite the industry's relatively leaner operations, the increased demand for market research services will
likely increase industry employment. Over the five years to 2025, the number of workers in the Market Research
industry in Canada is expected to grow at an annualized rate of 3.3% to 5,974 employees. As a result, total industry
wages are expected to increase at an annualized rate of 3.5% during the five-year period to total $312.6 million. As
wages grow at a slightly faster pace than employment, average wages are also expected to increase moving
forward. However, relative to industry revenue, wages' share of revenue is expected to decrease slightly over the
next five years, decreasing to 35.5% of revenue in 2025, compared with 37.0% in 2020.

INNOVATION AND NEW OPPORTUNITIES

Amid a rapidly changing consumer landscape, which profoundly affects
how marketing and advertising campaigns are structured, industry
operators will need to incorporate new techniques and business models
to remain competitive.
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This is particularly relevant to Canada's Market Research industry as media and advertising companies account for
an estimated 15.1% of industry revenue, which is anticipated to increase over the next five years. Online and mobile
media, including the streaming of music, TV and movies, continue to displace traditional media outlets such as TV
and printed periodicals. Consequently, market research companies have begun and will continue to adapt and
develop services that reflect this shift by measuring online media usage and advertising. Canadians' consumption
activity is likely to continue to change, thus requiring more consumer research and new research methods. This is
especially true as it remains to be seen which changes in consumer behaviour as a result of the pandemic are
temporary versus permanent.

The continued evolution and fragmentation of consumer markets highlights the importance of market research. In
just the past five years, social networking and user-generated content have increasingly fostered the creation of
small, niche online communities, making it easier to target specific demographic groups. Furthermore, newer
technologies that track online information will continue to improve, integrating comments made about brands on
Facebook, Twitter and other social media platforms with real-time sales numbers. Implementing this data into
marketing strategies will become crucial over the coming years and will likely improve many companies' abilities to
manage brand development and reputation. The continued rise of online and mobile media is expected to
encourage new companies specializing in this type of market research to enter the industry. As a result, the number
of companies in Canada's Market Research industry is expected to increase an annualized 3.4% over the five years
to 2025, totalling 2,773 enterprises.

Performance Outlook Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)
Corporate

profit  ($m)
2020 709 352 2,359 2,344 5,070 N/A N/A 263 N/A 202
2021 777 386 2,494 2,474 5,397 N/A N/A 281 N/A 236
2022 822 413 2,592 2,568 5,605 N/A N/A 293 N/A 272
2023 848 425 2,667 2,643 5,757 N/A N/A 301 N/A 285
2024 866 435 2,738 2,714 5,884 N/A N/A 308 N/A 294
2025 880 441 2,797 2,773 5,974 N/A N/A 313 N/A 301
2026 890 447 2,843 2,820 6,047 N/A N/A 316 N/A 307

Industry Life Cycle The life cycle stage of this industry is    Mature

LIFE CYCLE REASONS

Industry products are fully accepted in the marketplace

The market is sufficiently saturated with enterprises

Employer companies are pursuing economies of scale to minimize costs and increase profit
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The Market Research industry in Canada is in the mature phase of its life cycle. Industry services are completely
accepted in the marketplace, as businesses will continually seek to understand their customers and target markets
to gain a competitive edge. New media presents opportunities for industry expansion, but industry operators will
likely experience decreased revenue from other media sources. Over the 10 years to 2025, industry value added
(IVA), which measures an industry's contribution to the overall economy, is expected to increase an annualized
1.5%. Comparatively, Canadian GDP is expected to grow at an annualized rate of 1.8% during the same period. The
industry is thus growing at a rate comparable to the overall economy and the industry also demonstrates
characteristics that provide further evidence pointing to its maturity.

Industry services are fully accepted in the marketplace. To more effectively compete within their respective
industries, various businesses continuously try to understand their targeted consumers by seeking out research.
Although the structure and content of the research material demanded may change, the overall process and service
being provided will not be reinvented in the foreseeable future. Furthermore, the industry is sufficiently saturated so
that the only way for large operators to increase profitability is to cut costs or expand their product offerings.
Operators have primarily done so through the pursuit of economies of scale. Companies seek to cut per unit costs
by expanding through merger and acquisition activity. This trend toward industry consolidation has been
supplemented by an influx of owner-operators in secondary research, which tend to realize higher profit due to the
low costs associated with such business models.
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Products & Markets
Supply Chain Key Buying Industries

1st Tier

Public Administration in Canada

Advertising Agencies in Canada

Newspaper Publishing in Canada

Management Consulting in Canada

TV Broadcasting in Canada

2nd Tier

Generic Pharmaceutical Manufacturing in Canada

Car & Automobile Manufacturing in Canada

Brand-Name Pharmaceutical Manufacturing in Canada

Retail Trade In Canada

Key Selling Industries
1st Tier

Office Supply Stores in Canada

Data Processing & Hosting Services in Canada

Internet Service Providers in Canada

Computer & Packaged Software Wholesaling in Canada

2nd Tier

Software Publishing in Canada

Office Stationery Wholesaling in Canada

Products & Services

  The Market Research industry in Canada can be broadly divided into two
forms of measurement and interpretation, which are quantitative research
and qualitative research.

The majority of research goes into quantitative research as it is usually easier to convey and track. However,
qualitative research is still important to add context to trends.

QUANTITATIVE MARKET RESEARCH SERVICES

In this industry, quantitative market research is used for the collection
and analysis of data to measure consumer responses to a particular
product, issue, campaign or related phenomenon.

The quantitative process often starts as a survey, poll or questionnaire and the data is measured using statistical,
mathematical or numerical analysis. Over the past decade, quantitative research has changed significantly with the
application of new technology and the ability to link various databases. As a whole, this segment is expected to
account for 77.1% of industry revenue in 2020.

Online quantitative research services constitute the largest method for this segment at an estimated 26.1%. The
internet, among other benefits, provides researchers the opportunity to target and engage with very specific
populations and consumer groups. Industry operators such as Leger Marketing Inc. have increasingly used online
platforms over the five years to 2020 to target the Canadian population. Leger's internet panel boasts over 400,000
users. Furthermore, automated digital and electronic research services (21.5%), online traffic and audience
measurement research services (2.1%), face-to-face (6.8%) and market research by phone (20.4%) are also
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popular quantitative research methods offered by industry operators. Face-to-face market research services are
expected to decline in 2020 due to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic as companies seek to limit higher-risk
situations for exposure, such as in-person research.

QUALITATIVE MARKET RESEARCH SERVICES

Qualitative research methods aim to explain how and why consumers
make decisions.

This segment is expected to account for 12.1% of industry revenue in 2020. Online research community services
(2.1%) and group discussions and focus groups (10.0%) are contained within this segment. Focus groups are
generally a diverse group of consumers assembled to participate in a discussion about a product, service,
advertisement, concept, packaging design or campaign. By conducting a focus group, researchers are aiming to
more deeply understand consumer perceptions, opinions, beliefs, attitudes and decision-making processes. Online
communities are similar to focus groups; however, individuals are targeted online and participate in research-related
activities over an extended period of time. Research using online communities is typically done in a private online
venue versus in person, as would be the case for a focus group.

Many researchers contend that the primary benefit to qualitative research methods is the ability to provide insights
into emotional responses that cannot be obtained from statistical analysis. Nonetheless, the popularity of focus
groups declined in the mid-1980s as sales data from bar codes became readily available. Over the five years to
2025, the creation of new digital tools and methods that gather opinions from millions of people on social media in
short periods of time has driven down the popularity of focus groups even further. Despite declining popularity,
qualitative research will always be a necessary supplement to quantitative research methods as it provides a
necessary context to statistical trends.

OTHER RESEARCH METHODS

Other research methods are expected to account for 10.8% of industry
revenue in 2020.

This segment primarily revolves around desk research and secondary analysis. While the majority of this research is
considered primary research, secondary analysis involves to analyze existing data-sets and studies from other
researchers in an attempt to develop a new perspective or answer a different research question. Due to these
methods being relatively less expensive, they have grown as a proportion of overall industry revenue, and this is
expected to continue over the five years to 2025.

Demand
Determinants

Businesses are the main downstream purchaser of the Canadian Market
Research industry's services.

Therefore, the industry is dependent on corporate profit margins, which influences spending on advertising and
market research. With higher profit margins, businesses are more likely to spend on advertising and developing new
products, as they require market research. The same does not apply to the government, however, even though it is
also a significant market for industry operators. While governments conduct their own market research, private
companies are often contracted on behalf of government (federal, provincial and local) clients. For example, various
regulatory agencies commonly outsource market research services to design, tailor or measure the effectiveness of
a public health or public information campaign. Consequently, demand for industry services by the government is
not dependent on corporate profit margins, but rather to the overall status of the economy. Thus, the outsourcing of
government research projects and recurring political events help shelter this industry from shifts in the business or
economic cycle.

Providers of entertainment and media, advertising and financial services and manufacturers of pharmaceuticals,
clothing, cosmetics, cars, food and other consumer goods all depend on the Market Research industry in Canada.
Demand from this segment is primarily determined by the amount of product research and development initiatives
undertaken by such companies. Broadly, research and development is any work directed toward the innovation,
introduction and improvement of products and processes. For most businesses, this is critical to ensuring the long-
term success of a company and assists businesses in adapting to changing marketplaces. Typically, research and
development expenditure is tied to corporate revenue and profit, and moves closely with the overall economy and
the level of consumer spending. Therefore, when consumer spending increases, expenditure on research and
development activities rise, stimulating demand for industry services.

For manufacturers, which include clothing, cosmetics, food, beverage and car manufacturers, research is required to
ascertain emerging trends and development advancements. Therefore, demand from this segment is largely
influenced by product research and development spending, which involves the designing of advertising campaigns
for new products. On the consumers' side, the overall status of the economy must be healthy to maintain high levels
of consumer spending. When consumer spending falls, as was the case during the recession, businesses focus on
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the short-term by reducing their research and development funding, which includes market research. Media,
spanning from digital to print, is the third-largest market for industry operators. Media research is necessary to
gauge the success of a company, as revenue is dependent on how well the content reaches its target audiences.
Typically, companies analyze and segment audiences by collecting demographic and other vital bits of data.
Demand for market research services can also come from other downstream markets more insulated from the
business cycle, however, with healthcare and pharmaceutical companies, nonprofits and other similar organizations
affected by considerations of profit, research and development expenditure and more.

Uncertainty in the short-term future of the Canadian economy as a result of the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic is
currently affecting demand dynamics for the industry. Due to increased uncertainty and reduced revenue in
downstream markets, spending on discretionary services, including market research, has fallen as companies seek
to conserve funds for day-to-day operations. While some businesses have actually increased market research
spending in response to how coronavirus is affecting certain markets or consumer behaviour, the incremental
increase in spending is not likely to be enough to offset the overall revenue decline.

Major Markets

  The Canadian Market Research industry's markets use market research
for a variety of purposes, and as a result, large industry operators usually
have clients in multiple sectors.

  This also partially diversifies revenue sources for the industry, enabling it to better cope with downturns in the
Canadian economy.

MANUFACTURING

Businesses that produce products ranging from packaged goods (i.e. any
packaged food, liquor or other consumer product) to equipment for other
businesses comprise the industry's single-largest market, which is
expected to account for 23.9% of industry revenue in 2020.

Producers of consumer nondurables generally operate in a highly competitive marketplace, competing for customers
that are presented with a wide variety of products to select. As a result, producers in this segment leverage industry
services by using their understanding of the marketplace to manufacture, package and distribute products that will
appeal to their identified target markets.

BUSINESS-TO-BUSINESS

Businesses-to-business companies, which provide services that do not
involve consumer transactions, are expected to account for 11.6% of
industry revenue in 2020.

These companies use market research to gain an understanding of what business-to-consumer companies will do in
the short- and long-run. The specialized nature of services provided by market research companies are often niche
and contend with areas sensitive to changes in consumer and corporate spending.

FINANCIAL SERVICES
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Financial services are expected to account for 18.5% of industry revenue
in 2020.

Companies that fall under this segment include insurance companies, retail banks, brokers and credit unions. The
financial sector is extremely competitive, especially as interest rates have been at historic lows and financial
technology companies seek to disrupt traditional financial institutions. As a result, companies seek market research
to assist in their long-term strategy and to better target key demographics.

MEDIA PROVIDERS

Media providers use the media measurement and coverage services
provided by market research companies to measure and profile audiences
to quantify the value of advertising space in their broadcasts and
publications, and to provide advertisers with audience data to assist in
media-buying decisions.

Media providers also commission political polling by market research firms for use in coverage of elections and other
political issues. In addition, they undertake research activities to analyze prevailing economic conditions. With the
power of digital and online media increasing over the past few years, this segment's share of revenue is expected to
rise to 15.1% in 2020.

OTHER

Industry services are used by a wide variety of other businesses and
sectors across Canada.

Industry services are also used by clients in wholesale and retail (6.6%), utilities (2.0%), telecommunications (5.5%),
government agencies (9.7%), advertising agencies (1.1%) and research institutes (6.0%).

Government organizations use market research for a variety of functions, including measuring public opinion and
profiling a particular electorate and its supporters. Further, organizations will also employ industry operators to
measure the response to policy changes at the federal, provincial and local level. Although the government has its
own department that conducts this research, many outsource the labour to industry operators.

Exports in this industry are    Low and Steady

Imports in this industry are    Low and Steady

Due to the service-based nature of the Market Research industry in Canada, operators in the industry do not engage
in trade. However, select industry operators have an extensive or growing global presence. For more information,
please refer to the Industry Globalization chapter of this report.
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Business
Locations

  The Market Research industry in Canada tends to have a higher concentration in Ontario, British Columbia and Quebec. Many
market research companies locate themselves in proximity to the headquarters of major clients. For example, media and
advertising agencies both follow similar geographic distribution patterns.

Ontario

Ontario, Canada's most populous province, is estimated to account for 58.1% of industry establishments in 2020. As an estimated
38.8% of the Canadian population is located in Ontario, several retail, finance and food and dining establishments are also
attracted to the area. More importantly, Ontario is a significant hub for manufacturing activity in Canada, with manufacturing
companies accounting for nearly one-quarter of total industry revenue. Ontario has large natural resource reserves, and is well-
positioned to deliver goods to the United States, which is the country's largest export partner. Many of these trade-based
companies seek industry services to better understand their foreign markets.

British Columbia

In 2020, British Columbia is the second-largest market for industry operators, representing an estimated 13.5% of the national
population and 16.2% of industry establishments. The province has a resource-dominated economy that has attracted many
consumer products and retail businesses, which are notable users of industry services. British Columbia has grown as a
proportion of industry revenue over the five years to 2020, and is expected to continue to grow over the five years to 2025.

Quebec and Alberta

Quebec is the second-most populous province in Canada, with 22.6% of the national population. Consequently, Quebec is
expected to comprise 10.6% of industry establishments in 2020. Quebec's economy is largely centred on service sectors and
natural resources, and has large aerospace, information technologies and software and multimedia industries. Many of these
companies provide business-to-business services and have a sizeable portion of media clients. Over the past five years, Quebec's
share of industry establishments has declined.

Alberta is the fourth-largest market by establishments, representing 11.6% of the Canadian population and 8.3% of industry
establishments in 2020. Market researchers are largely found in the area because of its large industrial, agricultural and forestry
industries.
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Competitive Landscape
Market Share
Concentration

Concentration in this industry is    Low

The Market Research industry in Canada exhibits a low to moderate level of market share concentration, with the
top four players accounting for 37.6% of industry revenue in 2020. The majority of the industry comprises small
companies and remains fragmented. Industry growth has also facilitated a rise in the number of small companies
entering the industry over the past five years. Despite being highly fragmented, the three largest companies in the
industry are significantly larger than the remaining companies in the industry. Nielsen Holdings NV and WPP PLC
both operate in several industries globally and have expanded during the period through merger and acquisition
activity. Industry consolidation is representative of this trend, as these large companies seek to expand profit by
pursuing economies of scale, cutting costs in the process.

Key Success
Factors

IBISWorld identifies 250 Key Success Factors for a business. The most important for this industry are:

Ability to quickly adopt new technology:
Research firms that can adopt new market research techniques and technology can provide clients with more
effective and measurable results relative to other operators.

Access to multiskilled and flexible workforce:
Research projects are often done on a contract basis with time-sensitive deadlines concerning specialized subjects.
A workforce capable of working efficiently for extended periods of time and covering many areas of operations is
essential.

Provisions of a related range of services:
Research firms that can provide clients with a wide range of information and results have a higher chance of winning
future contracts. These companies also have more avenues to organic growth.

Development of a symbiotic relationship with another industry:
Providing service to companies with an ongoing need for market research, such as advertising agencies and
consumer goods manufacturers, will lead to steadier streams of revenue for market research firms.

Good project management skills:
Superior project management personnel can ensure that projects meet time and quality requirements within a
prescribed budget.

Ability to establish remote work arrangements for employees:
The COVID-19 pandemic has led to many companies establishing remote work arrangements. While some research
methods can be done remotely effectively, other methods, such as focus groups, are not as effective over video
chat.
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Cost Structure
Benchmarks

  Profit

The industry profit margin is expected to decrease over the five years to
2020 as the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic has led to decreased
demand for industry services, which is expected to lead to increased
internal price competition among existing companies, negatively
affecting the industry profit margin. This is especially true as certain
downstream markets have been more affected than others. In 2020,
profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is expected to
account for 10.4% of industry revenue, which is a decrease from 11.6%
in 2015. Moving forward, industry profitability is expected to recover as
both demand for industry services and overall revenue are expected to
increase in line with an anticipated economic recovery. Furthermore,
operators are expected to continue marketing high-margin services
such as advanced consumer profiling gamified market research panels.

 

  Wages

Wages represent the largest expense for industry operators, accounting
for an estimated 37.0% of revenue in 2020. The industry primarily relies
on skilled, well-educated employees with a wide range of personal and
professional responsibilities, which include interacting with clients,
writing proposals and designing surveys. Skilled employees are also
needed for data processing and analysis. Over the past five years,
wages' share of revenue has increased, in large part due to
technological advances necessitating a fewer number of employees. In
addition, the coronavirus pandemic is expected to affect revenue more
negatively than wages in 2020, driving wages higher as a percentage of
revenue. However, the industry will likely continue to remain labour-
intensive over the five years to 2025, as employees are expected to
remain integral for conducting the bulk of industry operations.
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  Purchases

Purchases, which are expected to account for 23.7% of industry
revenue in 2020, largely comprise the cost of obtaining rooms to
perform focus groups, the gathering of materials and the payment of
participants. Additionally, industry operators periodically pay for
analytical software licences to help interpret data and results. Over the
past five years, purchases are expected to decrease slightly as a
proportion of revenue. This is not expected to change much over the
next five years.

 

  Marketing

Marketing costs, which include the cost of promotions and advertising,
are anticipated to account for 3.2% of industry revenue in 2020.

 

  Depreciation

Depreciation includes the costs associated with the use of buildings,
equipment and any other capitalized expenses, including any computer
systems and office equipment with a relatively high investment cost.
Depreciation is expected to account for 2.2% of industry revenue in
2020.

 

  Rent

Rent costs are estimated to account for 2.9% of total revenue in 2020.
This is a decrease from 3.0% in 2015. Similar to all costs, rent can vary
widely between operators. Some companies have offices in high-profile
locations to be in proximity to their clients.
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  Utilities

Utility costs are estimated to account for 1.7% of revenue in 2020, and
have not changed over the past five years. This cost component is not
central to industry operations. Costs that fall under this category include
heat, water and electricity.

 

  Other Costs

Other costs are estimated to account for 18.9% of total revenue in
2020. Costs that fall under this category include insurance,
administrative fees and legal fees.

 

Basis of
Competition

Competition in this industry is    High and the trend is Steady

  INTERNAL COMPETITION

Competition in the Market Research industry in Canada is high.

Operators compete on a variety of factors, including price and quality of services. Work in the industry is often done
through contract, with projects being held to stringent time and budget constraints. Several small and midsized
research companies offer similar services, and therefore, compete on price. However, other significant and relevant
factors include the quality of both the market research team and the results obtained as they relate to providing
relevant marketplace insights for clients. The availability of services, including value-added services, is important, as
is the quality of service, the survey and sampling techniques used and their appropriateness. Larger companies,
aside from leveraging their name recognition, have extensive data gathering systems and infrastructure in place,
enabling them to accurately obtain large amounts of information at lower costs, making them more competitive.

EXTERNAL COMPETITION

External competition for industry operators comes from advertising
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agencies that operate their own market research division or subsidiary
and from companies that perform market research themselves instead
using the services of an industry operator.

The increasing sophistication and volume of data available on consumer purchasing trends and behaviour has
decreased external competition for industry operators. As services and products are increasingly purchased over the
internet, this has increased the amount of data available on consumers. Likewise, to process the increasing volume
of data, methods for marketing research have become increasingly sophisticated. As a result, companies have
increasingly relied on the specialized services of market research companies rather than conducting such research
themselves.

Barriers to
Entry

Barriers to Entry in this industry are    Low and the trend is Steady

  The Market Research industry in Canada exhibits a low
level of barriers to entry. Low initial start-up costs and
capital expenditure requirements in this industry permit
individuals to set up private market research
establishments with little more than a computer and a
space to work. However, when observing large
companies that generate the bulk of industry revenue,
there is an increasing trend of advertising companies
expanding their capabilities to compete with industry
operators.

There are few regulatory barriers to entry as well. At an
operational level, the industry is labour- and knowledge-
intensive. Further, the development and increasing
implementation of information technology products have
resulted in increased capital costs associated with new
technologies. These costs may pose entering companies
with more difficulties than they can endure. Furthermore,
larger companies tend to invest more on research and
development to create new proprietary software to
complement their research, which requires capital.
Although these investments are not a barrier to entry in
the short run, they do lead to large gaps in competitive
advantage in the future for new entrants.

Barriers to Entry Checklist

Competition High  

Concentration Low  

Life Cycle Stage Mature  

Technology Change Medium  

Regulation & Policy Light  

Industry Assistance Low  

Industry
Globalization

Globalization in this industry is    Low and the trend is Steady

  The majority of industry operators are considered to be small- to medium-sized, strictly operating on a local,
provincial or national level. However, the industry's large operators have well-established global networks. Paris-
based, Ipsos Group SA is a global market research company that has operations in more than 85 countries.
Similarly, Nielsen Holdings NV, WPP PLC and other major operators in the industry maintain large foreign
operations with headquarters outside of Canada. To broaden their service offerings to an increasingly globalized
client base, many advertising agencies have chosen to add market research companies to their portfolios.
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Major Companies

Major Players Nielsen Holdings NV

Market Share: 13.3%

Brand Names The Nielsen Company

  With locations in more than 100 countries, Nielsen Holdings NV (Nielsen) is one of the largest global market
research companies. Nielsen specializes in two different forms of consumer monitoring, which include analyzing
purchases of consumer goods and measuring media performances, including box office receipts, TV ratings and
radio and internet usage. The company divides its business into these two segments, which include what consumers
watch, which is the company's media audience measurement and analytics business, and what consumers buy,
which is the company's consumer purchasing measurement and analytics business. Currently, Nielsen employs an
estimated 46,000 people globally. With such extensive operations, a small portion of the company's revenue is
generated within Canada. Nielsen generated revenue of $8.6 billion and an operating income loss of $123.4 million
in 2019 (latest data available).

Nielsen's Global Media segment provides viewership data and analytics for media and advertising companies
across media platforms, including TV, radio and online and mobile platforms. The majority of company revenue in
this segment is recurring, as Nielsen's reputation has permitted it to enter multiyear contracts for large companies
seeking its services. Nielsen's metrics have also expanded to incorporate the viewing of video on-demand from
connected devices, such as gaming consoles. Nielsen's Global Connect segment tracks billions of sales
transactions per month in more than 100 countries, and accounts for nearly half the company's consolidated
revenue. The Global Connect segment provides retail transactional measurement data, consumer behaviour
information and analytics, primarily to the consumer-packaged goods industry.

Financial performance

Nielsen's revenue growth has been enhanced through a series of acquisitions. In September 2013, Nielsen acquired
Arbitron Inc. (Arbitron), a company primarily involved in radio audience measurement, for $1.3 billion. The Arbitron
acquisition enhanced Nielsen's passive data analysis capabilities, ensuring that the company remained abreast of
technological innovations occurring in the industry. Nielsen's other significant acquisitions include its October 2014
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purchase of Affinnova Inc., an international marketing research company, and its June 2016 purchase of Repucom,
a global leader in sports analytics. In February 2017, Nielsen completed the acquisition of Gracenote Canada, an
entertainment and data technology company, as part its acquisition of Tribune Media's Gracenote digital and data
business operations. These acquisitions have enabled Nielsen's success within different markets, as the company
has expanded its software platform to further diversify and strengthen its service offerings.

Between 2015 and 2018, Nielsen's financial performance in the Canadian market improved as the company's clients
continued to recover and entered foreign geographic and product markets, necessitating market research. However,
the company engaged in cost reduction programs and this has affected revenue in the last couple of years. In
addition, the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic is also expected to bring down revenue in 2020. As a result,
Nielsen's industry-relevant revenue has declined at an annualized rate of 4.2% to $94.6 million over the five years to
2020. Nielsen's operating profit, defined as earnings before interest and taxes, is also expected to decline, falling to
$3.7 million in 2020. However, much of this decline is a result of impairment charges to the company's Global
Connect segment.

 
Nielsen Holdings NV (industry-relevant operations) - financial performance*

Year
Revenue

($m)
Growth

(% change)
Operating Profit

($m)
Growth

(% change)
2015 117.4 N/C 27.1 N/C
2016 124.4 6.0 37.0 36.5
2017 126.9 2.0 35.0 -5.4
2018 126.1 -0.6 -50.1 N/C
2019 97.0 -23.1 3.8 N/C
2020 94.6 -2.5 3.7 -2.6

Source: Annual Report and IBISWorld
Note: *Estimates (Figures are converted from USD to CAD)

Ipsos Group SA

Market Share: 12.8%

  Ipsos Group SA (Ipsos) is a French advertising, consulting and market research company that was established in
1975. The company operates in 90 countries and employs an estimated 18,448 employees across the world. The
company has recently reorganized its divisions and provides 17 specialized services lines. In 2019, the company
generated $3.0 billion globally in total revenue.

The company operates in the Market Research industry in Canada through a variety of service lines. One example
is its Public Affairs service line that focuses on understanding and identifying shifts in attitudes and opinions,
evaluating company reputations, conducting political polling and identifying the behaviour of individuals as citizens.
Another key example is its Audience Measurement service line that measures and segments audiences exposed to
all types of media content such as TV and internet. To improve profitability, Ipsos typically invests in research and
development to produce cost-effective research solutions, including the use of technologies such as multimedia,
internet and social media, to help improve the quality of services and reduce the number of survey staff needed. In
addition, the company offers a range of standardized industry services that provide information that can be easily
compared over time between different sectors, while reducing the number of labour hours required for the design
and development stages.

Financial performance

Following Ipsos' October 2011 acquisition of Synovate, the company's Canadian segment experienced rapid growth
prior to the current period. Over the five years to 2020, industry-relevant revenue for the company is estimated to
increase at an annualized rate of 0.1% to $90.5 million, despite a steep projected decline in 2020 as a result of the
coronavirus pandemic. Traditionally, Ipsos posts higher revenue in the second half of the financial year, as is the
case with most market research agencies. The company's operating profit, defined as earnings before interest and
taxes, is expected to decrease during the period, falling at an annualized rate of 19.7% to $3.0 million despite
volatile corporate profit levels influencing the company's Canadian operations.
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Ipsos Group SA (industry-relevant operations) - financial performance*

Year
Revenue

($m)
Growth

(% change)
Operating Profit

($m)
Growth

(% change)
2015 90.1 N/C 9.0 N/C
2016 95.2 5.7 9.6 6.7
2017 95.0 -0.2 9.7 1.0
2018 94.4 -0.6 8.8 -9.3
2019 102.8 8.9 4.9 -44.3
2020 90.5 -12.0 3.0 -38.8

Source: Annual Report and IBISWorld
Note: *Estimates (Figures are converted from EUR to CAD)

WPP PLC

Market Share: 7.5%

Brand Names Kantar Group

  Headquartered in London, WPP PLC (WPP) is a multinational advertising and public relations company that
primarily operates in the advertising sector, but has increasingly moved into other media and information industries
to provide vertically integrated services to clients. As of 2019, WPP employed an estimated 106,498 people across
more than 3,000 offices in 112 countries. In 2019, WPP generated $22.4 billion in revenue, with $2.6 billion in
operating profit (latest data available).

Similar to other large companies in the industry, WPP, through Kantar, continues to increase its service offerings
and operations by entering new markets through partnerships and creating new products and services in addition to
the company's core functions as an audience measurement provider. Kantar blends its online and retail metrics to
gauge the influence of online advertising at a brick-and-mortar retail checkout counter. However, as company
financials have been on the decline due to increased competition, WPP has sold a 60.0% of Kantar to Bain Capital
Private Equity for $4.1 billion. The company also launched mobile, passive behavioural measurement panels that
enable it to track 7.0 billion digital displays, mobile impressions and video impressions every day. In the company's
latest annual report, WPP's focus is on streamlining its business via a series of mergers and closures at the local
office level in noncore areas of the business and reducing headcount.

Financial performance

Over the five years to 2020, WPP has experienced revenue fluctuations resulting from changes in demand and
broader financial conditions. The company's industry market share has fluctuated during the five-year period, falling
from its peak in 2016. Due to economic disruption caused by the coronavirus pandemic, WPP's industry-relevant
revenue is expected to decrease an annualized 4.5% over the five years to 2020, totalling $53.1 million.
Furthermore, the company's operating profit, measured as earnings before interest and taxes, is expected to
decrease an annualized 12.9% to total $5.4 million during the same period.

 
WPP PLC (industry-relevant operations) - financial performance*

Year
Revenue

($m)
Growth

(% change)
Operating Profit

($m)
Growth

(% change)
2015 66.8 N/C 10.8 N/C
2016 66.8 0.0 11.8 9.3
2017 62.2 -6.9 10.6 -10.2
2018 59.2 -4.8 9.1 -14.2
2019 58.5 -1.2 7.0 -23.1
2020 53.1 -9.2 5.4 -22.9

Source: Annual Report and IBISWorld
Note: *Estimates (Figures are converted from GDP to CAD)

Other Companies Leger Marketing Inc.
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  Market Share: 4.0%
  Leger Marketing Inc. (Leger) is a Canadian-owned polling, research and strategic marketing company with 600

employees in Montreal; Quebec City; Toronto; Edmonton, AB; Calgary; Vancouver; and Winnipeg, MB. The
company also operates one location in the United States, which is in Philadelphia. Founded in 1986, Leger conducts
data collection services, analysis and advanced statistical and data processing for its clients, which include
businesses, institutions, civic organizations, government agencies and media companies. Leger's online panel is the
largest Canadian-owned online community with over 400,000 active members, and is used by the company to target
any group its clients request according to specific profiling. In 2020, IBISWorld estimates that Leger will generate
$28.6 million in industry-relevant revenue.
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Operating Conditions

Capital
Intensity

The level of capital intensity is    Low

  The Market Research industry in Canada has a low level of
capital intensity. On average, for every $1.00 spent on
labour, industry operators spend an estimated $0.06 on
capital investments. Similar to other service industries,
market research is labour intensive, requiring employees
with a high degree of knowledge. There is particular
emphasis on skill and knowledge in designing sample
surveys and questionnaires and conducting statistically
appropriate analyses of the results. Workers in this field are
generally well educated, attaining at least a college degree,
although this is not a clear requirement. These labour-
based characteristics and abilities are not easily
replaceable by capital. While there is an increasing trend
toward the use of data management software that is
capable of aggregating large swaths of information, these
technologies cannot design surveys or articulate results
without labour.

The industry is expected to continue to embrace
technologies such as internet-use tracking and passive
data monitoring to track consumer behaviour. In addition,
more industry operators are expected to use global
positioning system and radio-frequency identification
technology to monitor purchases. Further, adoptions of
such technology are not expected to increase the level of
capital intensity significantly over the five years to 2025, as
human labour will remain critical to operations and the level
of capital investment will remain small in relation to other
capitally intensive industries such as manufacturing and
agricultural production.
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Technology &
Systems

Potential Disruptive Innovation: Factors Driving Threat of Change

Level Factor Disruptive
Effect

Description

Very Low Rate of
Innovation

Very
Unlikely

A ranked measure for the number of patents
assigned to an industry. A faster rate of new
patent additions to the industry increases the
likelihood of a disruptive innovation occurring.

Low Innovation
Concentration

Unlikely A measure for the mix of patent classes
assigned to the industry. A greater
concentration of patents in one area increases
the likelihood of technological disruption of
incumbent operators.

High Ease of Entry Likely A qualitative measure of barriers to entry. Fewer
barriers to entry increases the likelihood that
new entrants can disrupt incumbents by putting
new technologies to use.

High Rate of Entry Likely Annualized growth in the number of enterprises
in the industry, ranked against all other
industries. A greater intensity of companies
entering an industry increases the pool of
potential disruptors.

Very Low Market
Concentration

Very
Unlikely

A ranked measure of the largest core market for
the industry. Concentrated core markets
present a low-end market or new market entry
point for disruptive technologies to capture
market share.

  The industry is experiencing a low level of both the rate of new patents and the concentration of patents in the industry.
This creates an environment where the threat of new technologies driving disruption is low.

This technology trend is underscored by structural factors that support new entrants. An accommodative structure can
create a situation where small entrants can focus on less profitable albeit innovative industry entry points. Or, large
operators in other industries can leverage expertise in other areas to enter the industry from a new angle.

Major market segments for industry operators are relatively diversified. The spread of market segments suggests that there
are limited entry points other than those already served my incumbent operators.

The Market Research industry in Canada has not yet been subject to a high
level of technological disruption.

Recent innovations in artificial intelligence and machine learning have enabled faster data collection, including text analysis
and report creation. This has enabled industry operators to focus on reasoning and to form deeper insights while reducing
busy work and more manual tasks. While big data and predictive analytics are expected to shift the market research
process significantly over the next decade, such technologies are expected to be a positive for the industry, enabling a
more efficient and robust data analysis process. Such technologies are not expected to replace human labour, which will
still be needed to ensure data literacy, communicate complex ideas and ensure that insights lead to actionable steps.

The level of technology change is    Medium

  The Market Research industry in Canada exhibits a medium level of
technological change.

There is continued investment in new technologies, particularly in technology relating to the passive collection of single-
source data via passive survey techniques. One such technology, Portable People Meter (PPM), was created to measure
audiences for radio, TV, internet and retail in-store broadcasts for programming and advertising purposes. The invention is
credited to Nielsen Audio Inc., formerly known as Arbitron Inc. This is one of many examples of companies continuing to
develop proprietary systems for data collection and analysis.
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Innovations in how consumer data is collected and in what kinds of consumer data is collected will continue as consumer
platforms continue to expand. Media technology has and continues to expand into online areas such as internet radio, TV,
video, gaming and music. As a result, it is becoming increasingly more important to quantify and measure internet
audiences for online advertising. There are, however, other mediums that are being explored. One emerging market that is
being targeted by industry operators is the offline media segment (e.g. interactive and video-on-demand TV). These
technologies operate differently than standard TV or online streaming and require new technologies for proper
measurement. The possibilities extend almost limitlessly as companies dive deeper into gaming segments, social media,
blogs and more.

Online recruitment of consumers for market research samples is increasing. Consumers register their socioeconomic and
demographic profile with market research companies, and these details are matched with the needs of market researchers.
The responses of consumers to various products and services are collated via online surveys and further analyzed by the
market research company. The service usually requires the payment of a fee to respondents for completing the survey.
Increasingly, companies are adopting gamification to optimize frequency and quality of online survey responses.
Gamification is the application of typical elements of game playing to create a more engaging survey experience and thus
encourage more responses.

Revenue
Volatility

The level of volatility is    Medium

  The Market Research industry in Canada exhibited a moderate level of revenue
volatility over the five years to 2020.

Industry revenue experienced a significant decline in 2015, when it fell 5.9%, as the Canadian economy was significantly
affected by the drop in global commodity prices. However, it rose 5.7% in 2017 as the Canadian economy recovered. The
COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic is expected to lead to a significant decline of 15.1% in revenue in 2020, contributing to
revenue volatility during the period. The industry is closely linked to corporate spending on advertising and overall corporate
profit, which are both vulnerable to fluctuations in the business cycle. Therefore, industry revenue typically falls when the
economy weakens, and corporate clients pull back on marketing spending. However, the volatility caused by fluctuations in
corporate profit, advertising and research expenditure is partially offset by revenue from government sources that use
industry services for recurring events such as elections and public programs.

Regulation &
Policy

The level of regulation is    Light and the trend is Steady

There are no direct regulations or licences for operating in the Market
Research industry in Canada.

Major industry associations such as the Marketing Research and Intelligence Association subject themselves to self-
regulation by following the International Code of Marketing and Social Research Practice. These practices are meant to
secure the privacy rights of consumers during the survey process and the distribution of consumer data. Thus, industry
operators must ensure identifiable consumer information is not released for mailing lists or other purposes. Other legislation
also affects the times of the day that households can and cannot be surveyed by phone. Although this is much more of an
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issue in the United States than Canada, consumers are increasingly moving away from surveys by phone.

Industry
Assistance

The level of industry assistance is    Low and the trend is Steady

The Market Research industry in Canada receives no form of special
assistance from the government.

Although the government is a notable contractor of industry services, these contracts are for services rendered and function
as private contracts. There are industry associations, however, both domestic and international, that provide resources for
industry members. These services range from education to operational advice. The major association in Canada is the
Marketing Research and Intelligence Association, a not-for-profit association representing all aspects of the market
intelligence and survey research industry, including social research, competitive intelligence, data mining, insight and
knowledge management.

In relation to the COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic, a difficult operating environment for the industry in 2020 means that
numerous industry operators are expected to qualify for some form of government assistance. This is especially true as the
majority of companies in the industry are small- to medium-sized, and are more likely to be negatively affected during the
pandemic. Some noteworthy government assistance programs that have supported the industry include the Canada
Emergency Business Account and the Canada Emergency Wage Subsidy.
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Key Statistics
Industry Data

Year
Revenue

($m)
IVA

($m)
Establishments

(Units)
Enterprises

(Units)
Employment

(Units)
Exports

($m)
Imports

($m)
Wages

($m)

Domestic
Demand

($m)
Corporate
profit ($m)

2011 906 475 1,829 1,776 7,346 N/A N/A 353 N/A 270
2012 746 382 1,767 1,717 6,008 N/A N/A 290 N/A 253
2013 779 397 1,913 1,862 6,134 N/A N/A 299 N/A 258
2014 829 416 2,077 2,026 6,275 N/A N/A 308 N/A 279
2015 780 379 2,165 2,117 5,256 N/A N/A 272 N/A 214
2016 778 372 2,187 2,144 5,117 N/A N/A 263 N/A 226
2017 823 411 2,312 2,265 5,593 N/A N/A 289 N/A 264
2018 837 421 2,456 2,405 5,675 N/A N/A 297 N/A 266
2019 835 416 2,535 2,486 5,669 N/A N/A 297 N/A 261
2020 709 352 2,359 2,344 5,070 N/A N/A 263 N/A 202
2021 777 386 2,494 2,474 5,397 N/A N/A 281 N/A 236
2022 822 413 2,592 2,568 5,605 N/A N/A 293 N/A 272
2023 848 425 2,667 2,643 5,757 N/A N/A 301 N/A 285
2024 866 435 2,738 2,714 5,884 N/A N/A 308 N/A 294
2025 880 441 2,797 2,773 5,974 N/A N/A 313 N/A 301

Annual Change

Year
Revenue

(%)
IVA
(%)

Establishments
(%)

Enterprises
(%)

Employment
(%)

Exports
(%)

Imports
(%)

Wages
(%)

Domestic
Demand

(%)
Corporate
profit (%)

2011 -2.56 -2.07 0.66 0.79 1.53 N/A N/A 0.02 N/A 13.4
2012 -17.7 -19.5 -3.39 -3.33 -18.2 N/A N/A -17.7 N/A -6.42
2013 4.47 3.92 8.26 8.44 2.09 N/A N/A 2.96 N/A 2.29
2014 6.40 4.73 8.57 8.80 2.29 N/A N/A 3.11 N/A 7.93
2015 -5.96 -9.06 4.23 4.49 -16.2 N/A N/A -11.9 N/A -23.2
2016 -0.22 -1.62 1.01 1.27 -2.65 N/A N/A -3.21 N/A 5.32
2017 5.71 10.2 5.71 5.64 9.30 N/A N/A 9.89 N/A 17.1
2018 1.73 2.53 6.22 6.18 1.46 N/A N/A 2.80 N/A 0.60
2019 -0.20 -1.24 3.21 3.36 -0.11 N/A N/A -0.11 N/A -1.96
2020 -15.1 -15.2 -6.95 -5.72 -10.6 N/A N/A -11.5 N/A -22.6
2021 9.61 9.50 5.72 5.54 6.44 N/A N/A 7.04 N/A 16.8
2022 5.69 6.94 3.92 3.79 3.85 N/A N/A 4.23 N/A 15.2
2023 3.18 3.02 2.89 2.92 2.71 N/A N/A 2.79 N/A 5.00
2024 2.17 2.21 2.66 2.68 2.20 N/A N/A 2.22 N/A 3.22
2025 1.54 1.56 2.15 2.17 1.52 N/A N/A 1.52 N/A 2.27

Key Ratios

Year
IVA/Revenue

(%)

Imports/
Demand

(%)

Exports/
Revenue

(%)

Revenue per
Employee

($'000)

Wages/
Revenue

(%)

Employees per
estab.
(Units) Average Wage  ($)

2011 52.4 N/A N/A 123 38.9 4.02 48,013
2012 51.3 N/A N/A 124 38.9 3.40 48,319
2013 51.0 N/A N/A 127 38.4 3.21 48,728
2014 50.2 N/A N/A 132 37.2 3.02 49,116
2015 48.5 N/A N/A 148 34.8 2.43 51,655
2016 47.9 N/A N/A 152 33.8 2.34 51,358
2017 49.9 N/A N/A 147 35.1 2.42 51,636
2018 50.3 N/A N/A 147 35.5 2.31 52,317
2019 49.8 N/A N/A 147 35.5 2.24 52,320
2020 49.7 N/A N/A 140 37.0 2.15 51,795
2021 49.6 N/A N/A 144 36.2 2.16 52,084
2022 50.2 N/A N/A 147 35.7 2.16 52,275
2023 50.2 N/A N/A 147 35.5 2.16 52,319
2024 50.2 N/A N/A 147 35.5 2.15 52,328
2025 50.2 N/A N/A 147 35.5 2.14 52,327

Figures are inflation adjusted to 2020
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Additional Resources
Additional
Resources

Marketing Research and Intelligence Association
http://www.mria-arim.ca

Ipsos
http://www.ipsos.ca

Statistics Canada
http://www.statcan.gc.ca

Industry Jargon FOCUS GROUP
A type of qualitative research using a group of individuals to discuss a concept, product, service or advertisement.

QUALITATIVE RESEARCH
A method of research used to understand why and how individuals make choices about particular products and
services.

QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH
Research that involves questionnaires and scales to understand the needs, wants and opinions of individuals.

Glossary BARRIERS TO ENTRY
High barriers to entry mean that new companies struggle to enter an industry, while low barriers mean it is easy for
new companies to enter an industry.

CAPITAL INTENSITY
Compares the amount of money spent on capital (plant, machinery and equipment) with that spent on labour.
IBISWorld uses the ratio of depreciation to wages as a proxy for capital intensity. High capital intensity is more than
$0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; medium is $0.125 to $0.333 of capital to $1 of labour; low is less than $0.125 of
capital for every $1 of labour.

CONSTANT PRICES
The dollar figures in the Key Statistics table, including forecasts, are adjusted for inflation using the current year (i.e.
year published) as the base year. This removes the impact of changes in the purchasing power of the dollar, leaving
only the "real" growth or decline in industry metrics. The inflation adjustments in IBISWorld’s reports are made using
Statistics Canada's implicit GDP price deflator.

DOMESTIC DEMAND
Spending on industry goods and services within Canada, regardless of their country of origin. It is derived by adding
imports to industry revenue, and then subtracting exports.

EMPLOYMENT
The number of permanent, part-time, temporary and casual employees, working proprietors, partners, managers
and executives within the industry.

ENTERPRISE
A division that is separately managed and keeps management accounts. Each enterprise consists of one or more
establishments that are under common ownership or control.

ESTABLISHMENT
The smallest type of accounting unit within an enterprise, an establishment is a single physical location where
business is conducted or where services or industrial operations are performed. Multiple establishments under
common control make up an enterprise.

EXPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services sold by Canadian companies to customers abroad.

IMPORTS
Total value of industry goods and services brought in from foreign countries to be sold in Canada.

INDUSTRY CONCENTRATION
An indicator of the dominance of the top four players in an industry. Concentration is considered high if the top
players account for more than 70% of industry revenue. Medium is 40% to 70% of industry revenue. Low is less
than 40%.

INDUSTRY REVENUE
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The total sales of industry goods and services (exclusive of excise and sales tax); subsidies on production; all other
operating income from outside the firm (such as commission income, repair and service income, and rent, leasing
and hiring income); and capital work done by rental or lease. Receipts from interest royalties, dividends and the sale
of fixed tangible assets are excluded.

INDUSTRY VALUE ADDED
The market value of goods and services produced by the industry minus the cost of goods and services used in
production. IVA is also described as the industry's contribution to GDP, or profit plus wages and depreciation.

INTERNATIONAL TRADE
The level of international trade is determined by ratios of exports to revenue and imports to domestic demand. For
exports/revenue: low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 20%; and high is more than 20%. Imports/domestic demand:
low is less than 5%; medium is 5% to 35%; and high is more than 35%.

LIFE CYCLE
All industries go through periods of growth, maturity and decline. IBISWorld determines an industry's life cycle by
considering its growth rate (measured by IVA) compared with GDP; the growth rate of the number of establishments;
the amount of change the industry's products are undergoing; the rate of technological change; and the level of
customer acceptance of industry products and services.

NONEMPLOYING ESTABLISHMENT
Businesses with no paid employment or payroll, also known as nonemployers. These are mostly set up by self-
employed individuals.

PROFIT
IBISWorld uses earnings before interest and tax (EBIT) as an indicator of a company’s profitability. It is calculated as
revenue minus expenses, excluding interest and tax.

REGIONS
Prairies | AB, SK, MB
Atlantic | NB, NS, PE, NL
Territories | YT, NT, NU

VOLATILITY
The level of volatility is determined by averaging the absolute change in revenue in each of the past five years.
Volatility levels: very high is more than ±20%; high volatility is ±10% to ±20%; moderate volatility is ±3% to ±10%;
and low volatility is less than ±3%.

WAGES
The gross total wages and salaries of all employees in the industry.



IBISWorld helps you find the industry
information you need – fast.

With our trusted research covering thousands of global industries, you’ll get a quick and intelligent
overview of any industry so you can get up to speed in minutes. In every report, you’ll find
actionable insights, comprehensive data and in-depth analysis to help you make smarter, faster
business decisions. If you’re not yet a member of IBISWorld, contact us at 1-800-330-3772 or
info@ibisworld.com to learn more.

DISCLAIMER
This product has been supplied by IBISWorld Inc. (‘IBISWorld’) solely for use by its authorized licenses strictly in
accordance with their license agreements with IBISWorld. IBISWorld makes no representation to any other person
with regard to the completeness or accuracy of the data or information contained herein, and it accepts no
responsibility and disclaims all liability (save for liability which cannot be lawfully disclaimed) for loss or damage
whatsoever suffered or incurred by any other person resulting from the use of, or reliance upon, the data or
information contained herein. Copyright in this publication is owned by IBISWorld Inc. The publication is sold on
the basis that the purchaser agrees not to copy the material contained within it for other than the purchasers own
purposes. In the event that the purchaser uses or quotes from the material in this publication – in papers, reports,
or opinions prepared for any other person – it is agreed that it will be sourced to: IBISWorld Inc.
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